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Dear Readers, received a copy of 'UPAHARA'– special issue of our 
newsletter on our Founder Chairman & Managing It is a universally known fact that success is the 
Director Late Sri. KPP Nambiar, which was released on result of hard work. Success is reaching where you 
14.10.2015 by Hon’ble Chief Minister of Kerala. It is a want to be, making your dreams come true, be it 
matter of pride that 'UPAHARA' was well appreciated. related to your personal life, career, hobbies or any 
We would like to inform that softcopy of the same will other aspect of your life. The prerequisite of 
b e  m a d e  a v a i l a b l e  s o o n  i n  o u r  w e b s i t e  success is hard work, which prepares you to be 
(www.keltron.org). well equipped when opportunity knocks at your 

odoor.  This issue of KELTRON 360  includes a technical article 
related to Software Project Management and Preparation will determine if we are ready for the 
Development, an overview of the New challenges in Opportunities. Any examination or selection is a 
E n t e r p r i s e  R i s k  M a n a g e m e n t ,  a r t i c l e  o n  measure of your preparedness. The better 
Understanding Goods & Service Tax (GST) and an prepared you are, the more chances you have to 
insight into the various aspects of Photography as a succeed. But preparation alone is not sufficient. 
hobby. As always, the important events of the last We cannot always wait for the knock of 
quarter are featured through photographs and the opportunity at our door. We must look out and be 
major orders are also listed.vigilant not to miss out opportunities.  We can be 

successful with sufficient ground work and the We hope that you all will savour this issue also. Make 
ability to spot the opportunities that will lead us sure to share your valuable thoughts and suggestion 
towards our goal.   for the betterment of our newsletter.  

By this time we hope that most of our readers have 

Editorial Board

Smt. N T Indira Bai
CGM, Corporate Planning

Chairperson

“Success Occurs when
Opportunity meets Preparation”

Zig Ziglar

Shri. B Bilu
DGM & Company Secretary Member

Shri. Dweepu Davis Thattil
Officer (Human Resources) 

Member

Shri. Ajith Aravindan
Senior  (Public Relations)Officer

Co-ordinator
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Dear Colleagues, organizations, as the business imperatives 
necessitate HR to be a strategic partner and change We have entered into the second half of the 
agent to create, develop, enhance and deploy the financial year, registering growth of more than 
required competencies.80% in sales and 50% in production in the first 

half over the previous year.  No doubt, it is a With the orders in the pipeline and with the whole-
good start and we need to maintain the growth hearted efforts of all of you, it is expected that 
in the next half also. Company would be crossing a turnover of Rs.500 

Crs in 2015-16.In the highly competitive market environment, 
we need to work closely with our customers and On this occasion let me wish you  &  your family a 
let us commit to the customer regarding cost, 'Happy Diwali' in advance.
performance, delivery schedules and after sales 
support.  All our planning and subsequent 
actions for delivery and services should be 
focused to gain the confidence of customers.

We also need to keep our infrastructures, 
machines and tools, buildings and campuses in 
more presentable form. Regular investment is 
required in these areas.

Human Resources also plays a pivotal role in 

With Best Regards

C. Prasannakumar
Managing Director



constructive suggestions, fast Google searches and 

spending late nights, checking and re-checking the 

typed as well as printed matter. He also enthused all of 

us to take a break for a snack and tea, in the long 

stretches of late evening sessions.

Ajith A, in his role of coordinator, did a wonderful job – 

from ensuring receipt of messages from dignitaries, 

collecting photographs, selecting design agency and 

following up for articles to the most difficult task of 

bringing together the entire team to sit down and take 

decisions on the structure and layout of the document. 

Subsequently, he had spent lot of time with the 

designer for fine-tuning and finishing touches. The 

way he played his role in bringing out 'Upahara' 

certainly calls for appreciation.

I am glad to have been part of this team, in fact the 

only member in the Editorial Board who has worked in 

Keltron when Nambiar Sir was at the helm of affairs. 

The years of experience in the company was the main 

strong point I had, in taking decisions on the choice 

and sequencing of contents and photographs. My best 
hen the news of the demise of KPP Nambiar 

contribution to 'Upahara', in my opinion, is locating 
Sir reached us on the 30th of June 2015, 

the speech delivered by Nambiar Sir and giving it the 
0the first Issue of KELTRON 360  of the W place of prominence it so deserved. It was inspiring to 

current year had already gone to print. All what we 
lead a team which shared the same principles and 

could do was to change the cover pages of the same, 
values, a team which was never concerned as to who 

paying homage to the great man.
did what – everyone was doing anything and 

0 The idea of a special issue of KELTRON 360 was everything.

initiated by our MD, who, in the initial discussion itself 
The data entry support provided by Ms. Neethu of 

gave full freedom to the Editorial Board, without 
MD's office and Mr. Bilal & Mr. Anoop of CS's office 

setting any limits or conditions to the contents, 
also needs special mention. The entire matter from 

number of pages or cost. From contacting senior 
Keltron News of 1985 and the speech delivered by 

personnel for contributing to the content and 
Nambiar Sir were reproduced from the printed matter 

following up with them in his most courteous manner 
available with us.

to supporting us in locating sponsors to cover the cost 
The silent presence of Mr. Vishnu of NIVAHA behind through subtle advertisements, 'Upahara' would not 
his laptop, patiently making changes suggested to the have been what it is without his leading presence.
first draft, quietly putting forward his own ideas, well 

'Upahara' owes its name and shape to the artistic 
understanding the spirit of the publication  and the 

mind of Bilu.B. Its nostalgic front cover and most 
way he blended as part of the team was also a major 

appropriate back cover are also fruits of his creative 
element which made 'Upahara' what it is.

acumen. His contributions also extended to the entire 
It was this dedicated teamwork for the last three layout of' Upahara', organizing of articles as well as 
months which made it possible to present 'Upahara' to photographs and to the splendid idea of a befitting 
you. The backend activities in the making of 'Upahara' release ceremony. 
culminated on 30th September 2015 when the final 

The opening quotation, well sourced by Dweepu 
draft in digital print was cleared by MD in the course of 

Davis Thattil, was the cornerstone of the Editorial of 
a train journey.

'Upahara'. He was the energy behind the team, with 

Making of

INDIRA BAI N T, CGM (CP)
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SOFTWARE

PROJECT

MANAGEMENT &

DEVELOPMENT

METHODOLOGIES : A WALKTHROUGH
S SREEKANTH, (Sr. Eng SWG), ITBG

f late, we are hearing various Software Answering this can be done in a 2 Dimensional 

Project Management and Development Objective Set :OMethodologies : Waterfall Model, Rapid a) Macro Level Objectives, b. Micro Level Objectives
Application Developments, Incremental, Spiral, 

Macro Level Objectives need to ensure Projects are Unified Process, XP (Extreme Programming), Agile 
delivered on time within the estimated budget and etc. These methodologies are attempting to find the 
should meet stipulated quality. optimal path for software development based on 

each problem spectrum. Micro Level Objectives tends to:

In this article, I would be presenting Software 1) Reduce Project Overhead Costs

Project Management Objectives followed by 2) Strategic Project Management and real time 
Development Methodologies to aid the same. status update to Top Management

As in any domain, Software Project Management is 3) Make Project Teams aware of the importance of 
also necessitated by: effective project documentation and ensure the 

a) Competition, b) Product Complexity, c) Ever same.

Shortening Time to Market. 4) Have process and procedures in place to ensure 

How can we engage in Software Solution critical milestones are adhered.

Implementation and attain higher YoY growth in an For effective and efficient monitoring, any of the 
efficient and effective manner? What are our software project management methodologies are 
objectives when we involve in Software blended with Management Information Systems to 
Development? What are the objectives of Project monitor Projects and review the same by cross 
Manager? What are the management enablers that functional management teams.
assist the Company to leverage the market 

Now let's go through a couple of famous Project economy in its favour?
Management Techniques that assist any project to 

reaching out to people 5



achieve their stated objectives.

Project Management Techniques

Have we encountered any projects where we 

complain that the project is characterized by 

uncertain requirements? We would have been lucky 

to involve in projects with accurate definitions. It's 

imperative that these projects need to be managed 

in separate fashion. Here comes the importance of 

PERT and CPM models.

Project Development MethodologiesPERT
Project Development Methodologies empower the Project Evaluation and Review Technique is 
hands of Project Management to attain stated suggested for projects characterized by high degree 
objectives. of uncertainty and ifs. PERT was initially developed 

around Time Factor – i.e. as Project Time passes, Software Project Management Methodologies can 

the knowledge of project revolves around most be broadly classified as:

likely time, optimistic time and pessimistic time. This 1) Traditional Methodologies
would assist the management by triggering decision 

a) Waterfall Model, b) V Modelalarms at the required time.

2) Modern MethodologiesCPM

Critical Path Method is used in projects a) Agile, b) Scrum, c) Rapid Action Development

characterized by accurate cost and schedule. This d) XP (Extreme Programming), e) Test Driven 
method would assist in estimating the time schedule Development
of the project along with identification of critical 

I am limiting the scope of this article to Waterfall activities, which can drag the entire project. Though 
model and Agile.initially started in construction domain, the success 

of the technique forced other management Waterfall model

The essential activities in a Software Development domains to adapt this technique.

can be summarized as:
Have any of your Project Failed?

It is to be noted that more than 70% of projects fails 1) Requirements Gathering, 2) Design, 3) Code & 

to see the release day, as the Schedule, Budget and Unit Test, 4) System Testing, 5) User Acceptance 

Quality are not met. What is the point in releasing Testing, 6) Issue Fixes, 7) Product Releases.

an antidote for ebola virus after extinction? What is However the waterfall model abstracts these 
the point in releasing a version update for an activities and list them in a hierarchical dependency 
intrusion detection algorithm after robbery? It is – Analyze, Design, Build and Test.
obvious that the client would walk away from us.

Majority of project failure causes are identified as:

1) Non-definition of Objectives and subsequent 

signoff.

2) Lack of proper stakeholder management

3) Non-experienced hands in Project estimation.

4) Not ensuring Customer is made fully aware of 

benefits to their business in their metrics.

Advantages5) No proper internal role definitions

1) All requirements will be signed off during 
Insufficient resource planning

Development Kickoff.

Figure: Important KPAs in Software Project Management

reaching out to people6
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2) Ease of Progress Tracking as complete scope of During each Sprint, Customer and Project teams will 

work is known in advance. review and evaluate the work. Sprint Closure demos 

will be conducted with participation from all 3) Appropriate Team members can be allocated to 
concerned stakeholders – Customer, Project Teams the project on the basis of which phase of the 
and Business Consultants.project is currently active.

Advantages4) Less Customer Interaction required after 
1) Frequent opportunity for the customer to monitor requirement signoff except for reviews and 
the project under developmentapprovals.

2) Early decision makingLimitations

3) Customers have strong sense of ownership owing 1) Questionable Requirement Effectiveness : 
to collaborative work.Since there is a need to share specific details 

regarding the project by the customers during 4) Faster Release of Minimum Viable Product

requirement signoff phase itself, there is all 5) User Focused Development
probability that the requirement documentation is 

Limitationsnot effective.
1) Since high level of customer involvement is 

2) Customer dissatisfaction required, this is not suited for customers with less 
Since all deliverables are based upon requirement time to invest.
specification signed off during the start of project, 

2) All project team members needs to be completely the customer is deprived of a chance to see the 
allocated to the project.usable product version until it is almost finished. 

Though changes can be accommodated, it will be 3) Easier to manage when the team members are 

very costly at this stage. located in the same physical space, though online 

collaboration tools have somewhat eased this Agile Model
limitation.Agile defines an iterative model to development. 

This approach to software development emphasizes 

the rapid delivery of an application. The Project 

time frame is boxed into phases called “Sprints”. 

The project would be divided into multiple 

functional components. Deliverables are prioritized 

by business value as determined by Customer. If all 

planned work for the sprint cannot be completed, 

work is re-prioiritized and information used for 

future sprints.

Figure : Comparison

Following any methodology on paper won't 

guarantee the success of project by itself. Any 

project teams are free to follow any methodology 

based on the environment in which it is working. But 

it is highly recommended that the team members 

have to be made aware of the project objectives 

along with effective monitoring of whatsoever 

development methodology you are adapting.
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A one day interactive session for the young insights on work experience in Keltron, shared views 

professionals in the regular cadre of the company on current hurdles to excellence and suggestions for 

titled 'REBOOT' was conducted on 20.08.2015 with a improvement, undertook a SWOT analysis of the 

view to improve cross-functional interactions and company and deliberated on  innovative/creative 

explore the scope for improvement in various work ideas as well as new areas to explore. This was 

areas. The program was inaugurated by Mr. followed by group presentations and feedback 

C.Prasannakumar, MD and knowledge sessions were session. Though limited to one day, the program 

taken by Mr. M.V.Abraham, CGM (HR & Admin); Ms. helped the participants belonging to various units 

Indira Bai N.T, CGM (CP); Mr. Shaji.A, GM (ITBG) and spread over Kerala to come together once again and 

Mr. Bilu.B, DGM (Corp. Legal) & CS . improve their bonding and to discuss the various 

hurdles faced by them at work place, coming up with The sessions were followed by an interactive group 
creative suggestions for the further improvement to discussion, where the young teams consolidated their 
meet the upcoming challenges.

ReBoot - 2015
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INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION @ KELTRON.
Managing Director Sri. C. Prasannakumar hoisting the National Flag.

Sri. C Prasannakumar, Managing Director, KELTRON inaugurating
the new canteen at KELTRON HOUSE on July 15, 2015

Keltron - In Focus 



Random photographs of Onam Celebrations 2015 at KELTRON House
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Goods and Service Tax (GST), as a concept in India Central Government can levy taxes such as Basic 

was first mooted by Shri P Chidambaram, the then Customs Duty (BCD) which is a tax on import of goods, 

Finance Minister  in the Union Budget Speech of Countervailing Duty (CVD) which is charged on 

2006-07.An Empowered Committee was set up import of goods at the prevailing excise duty on 

consisting of state Finance Ministers to prepare a road manufacture of like goods, Excise Duty which is a levy 

map for the introduction of the new tax structure. The on manufacture of goods and finally Service Tax which 

first formal step towards introduction of this much is a levy on services provided. The main tax currently 

awaited tax reform was by the passing of the 122nd imposed by State Government is the Value Added Tax 

Constitutional Amendment Bill by the Lok Sabha on (VAT). 

May 06, 2015. However this Amendment Bill is One of the drawbacks of VAT is that different states 
presently pending with the Rajya Sabha. It is impose VAT at different rates on sale of products within 
interesting to note that presently more than 150 their states. A business establishment having units at 
countries have already adopted Goods and Service different states will have to follow different set of rules 
Tax. China, our major competitor, had also with respect to registration, due date of payment, 
introduced the GST in 1994 before opening up of return filing, etc This multiplicity of taxes results in 
their economy. complexity of indirect tax structure in the country.

 As per Article 246-Schedule VII of the Constitution of To simplify the multiple indirect taxes currently in force 
India we have three lists, the Union List, the State List and to bring the entire indirect tax system under one 
and the Concurrent List. Under the Union List only the roof, GST or Goods and Service Tax on sale of goods 

UNDERSTANDING

GOODS & SERVICE TAX (GST)

reaching out to people 11
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KALPANA ANNE MATHEW (Sr. Officer, Finance - ITBG)
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and services is proposed to be introduced. GST seeks shall be divided between the Central Government and 

to subsume the current  indirect taxes levied  viz. State Government. 

excise duty, countervailing duty and service tax, as However a point to be noted is that since the tax on C-
also state levies like value added tax,  luxury tax etc. It GST and S-GST are remitted to separate accounts 
is basically a tax on value addition and each supplier cross utilization of credit for payment of tax will not be 
will have the benefit of set off of tax paid by him on possible. Which means that any tax paid on C-GST 
purchase of inputs or input service at each sale. The will be available for credit for payment of C-GST only 
final consumer will bear the GST charged by the last and similarly any tax paid on S-GST will be available 
dealer. Moreover with the introduction of GST the for claiming credit on S-GST.  The tax payer will have 
main drawback of cascading of taxes under the to file periodical returns to the Central GST authority 
current tax regime shall be done away with. and the State GST authority and he shall be allotted 

Cascading of tax add to the cost of goods and with a PAN linked registration number. The PAN linked 

services through 'tax on tax' which the final consumer registration number and a common portal for filing of 

has to bear. Since with the introduction of GST all returns puts a check on tax evasions and eventually 

indirect taxes will be subsumed or combined, it results result in better revenues to the Centre and State.

in lowering of costs through lower tax burden and the The rate of tax has not been finalized by the 
final benefit shall be transferred to the ultimate Government but the Empowered Committee which 
consumer. Further with a transparent and less consists of State Finance Ministers has recommended 
complex tax system, it helps to widen the tax base and the adoption of a two rate tax structure depending on 
ensure better tax compliance which in turn leads to the nature of products - a higher rate shall be imposed 
higher generation of revenues to the Government. on luxurious products and a lower rate for essential 
This unification of tax rate and compliance goods. C-GST and S-GST will also be imposed on 
procedures will also help in reducing the compliance import of goods and since it is a destination based tax 
cost incurred by the Government. Cascading of taxes the tax revenue on S-GST will accrue to the state where 
can be explained by means of an example .When the imported goods and services are consumed.
there is an interstate sale of goods the Central sales 

In the case of inter-state sale of goods and services the tax will be imposed on the sale, and on subsequent 
Empowered Committee has recommended the sale VAT shall be imposed on the basic price + CST, 
adoption of I-GST or Integrated GST which would be which means tax on tax is imposed. Credit on CST, 
imposed on all value addition involved in the sale of Excise Duty and Service tax is not available on 
goods and services after adjusting credit of I-GST, C-subsequent sale for payment of VAT which means the 
GST and S-GST paid on purchases. The Exporting ultimate customer will be paying a higher price. As a 
State shall transfer to the Central Government, the result of this anomaly in taxation prices are artificially 
credit of S-GST utilized for payment of I-GST. The inflated to the extent of 'tax on tax'. To avoid this 
purchaser can claim credit on the I-GST paid on his anomaly, taxes like Additional Duty on Customs, 
purchase at the time of payment of S-GST on value Excise Duty, Service Tax, CST, VAT, etc will be replaced 
addition in his state and the Centre will transfer to the by one tax called “GST”. There will be no distinction 
state the I-GST utilized as credit for payment of S-GST.between taxable goods and taxable services and all 

sales will be taxed at one single rate. Even though we had open up our economy in 1990, 

due to the complexity of the Indian tax structure, According to the Constitution of India, India being a 
foreign companies were unwilling to set up business in federal economy, the GST will have two components 
India. It is expected that with the introduction of GST which shall be levied simultaneously on all sale of 
the prices of locally manufactured goods can be made goods and provision of services levied by the Central 
competitive in the global market with simplification of Government which shall be referred to as CENTRAL 
tax and the ultimate lowering of prices will boost GST (C-GST) and the other levied by the State 
export which in turn results in better foreign exchange Government which shall be referred to as the STATE 
earnings to the country.GST (S-GST). Further the tax collected through GST 



A grower of cotton
in Kerala

Basic price-100+5% CGST and 5% SGST=110 final price.
The assessee pays Rs 5 to Central GST and Rs 5 to State GST. 

A manufacturer of
textiles buys cotton in
Kerala

Cost price= Rs.100 Basic price+Rs.10 GST

Value Addition by the manufacturer of textiles is= Rs.10

Total cost of production of the manufacture of
textile is=Rs.110+Rs.10=Rs.120

GST in case of sale to local customer on the
above=Rs.120*(5% Central GST + 5% State GST)=12

Manufacturer pays Rs.1 to Central GST and Re.1 to the State GST after
availing credit to of Rs.5 respectively on Central and State GST.
The total GST paid by the manufacturer is Rs.2.

Total sale price for local customer= Rs.120+Rs12 GST= Rs.132

IGST in case of inter-state sale= Rs120 x 10% IGST=Rs.12

Total sale price for inter- state sale= Rs120 Basic price+Rs12 IGST

Manufacturer pays Rs.2 to the Centre under IGST after claiming credit of
Rs. 10 paid under State GST. The exporting state will transfer this credit of
Rs.10 claimed by the inter-state seller to the Centre.

A garment
manufacturing
company in Kerala

Cost price= Rs.120 Basic price+Rs12 GST

Value addition by the garment manufacturing company= Rs.30

Total cost of production of the garment
manufacturer= Rs.132+Rs.30= Rs.162

GST in case of local sale on the above=Rs.162*(5% Central GST+5%
State GST)= Rs.16

Garment manufacturer pays Rs.2 to Central GST and Rs.2 to State GST
after availing credit of Rs.6 respectively on Central and State GST.

A garment
manufacturing 
company in Mumbai
who purchased textile
from a dealer in
Kerala.

Cost price=Rs.120 Basic price+Rs12. IGST

Value addition by the garment manufacturing company=Rs30

Total cost of production of the garment
manufacturer=Rs132+Rs30 =Rs.162

GST in case of local sale on the above=Rs.162*(5% Central GST+5% 
State GST)=Rs.16

Garment manufacturer pays Rs.2 to Central GST and Rs.2 to
State GST after availing credit on IGST paid on his purchase.

The Centre will transfer Rs.12 claimed as credit on IGST
to the importing state government.

Final Consumer Pays Rs.162 and the tax burden are borne by the ultimate consumer.

The concept of GST can be explained with the help of on subsequent sale has been calculated on the total 

an example of a manufacturer of textiles. Though of Basic price and GST charged earlier and not 

the Government claims that there will be no 'tax on exclusively on value addition to the product. 

tax', in the illustration below it can be seen that GST Clarification in this regard is not available.

reaching out to people 13



he pace of change and global The Swan Triplet: Black Swans, Grey Swans &White 

interconnections in business have resulted in Swans…Tincreasing complexity, creating significant risk 1. The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly 
management challenges for companies to address. Improbable 
Organizations should obtain an understanding of This term was popularized by Nassim Nicholas 
the causes and impact of complexity, in order to Taleb, a finance professor and former Wall Street 
incorporate responses into the organization's trader in his book "The Black Swan". It is assumed 
strategy to effectively manage the challenges and that all swans are white, so a black swan is seen as 
opportunities presented by complexity. To navigate being impossible and unexpected ie they are the 
in the fast evolving risk landscape, organisations “unknown unknowns”, This is the same theory 
need to work on a two-pronged approach, focused behind a "black swan event" .An event or occurrence 
on strengthening their current risk management that deviates beyond what is normally expected of a 
programme and building risk resilience. situation and that would be extremely difficult to 

predict.. The terrorist attacks on the World Trade Unpredictability is fast becoming our new normal. 

Center and the Pentagon on September 11th 2001 'Expect the unexpected' has become the new mantra 

are often pinpointed as a classic example of a Black for organisations.

The Swan Trinity:
Exploiting new
challenges
in Enterprise Risk
Management
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swan. The attacks seemed unthinkable at that time, 3. White Swans

had far-reaching consequences which continue to A white swan is a highly certain event with three 

be witnessed even today. principal characteristics: it is certain; it carries an 

impact that can easily be estimated; and, after the But in the present competitive scenario wildly 
fact, we concoct an explanation that recognizes the improbable events are becoming perfectly routine 
certainty of occurrence, but again, shifts the focus to events. What this means is that businesses and 
errors in judgment or some other human form of governments need to be even more vigilant in their 
causation. But the white swans slowly become prosecution of enterprise risk management 
greyer as time goes on, if the lessons learned from initiatives. Private and Public Sector operations are 
black swan events are not kept fresh.complex and becoming more complex as more 

entrants to the global marketplace compete for 12 steps to get from here to there and temper the 

fewer and fewer available resources at an ever impact of all these swans

quickening pace. Step 1: Where Are We? Develop an External 

Environment Profile2. Grey Swans
Step 2: Where Are We? Develop an Internal By their nature black swans should only occur at 
Environment Profileunpredictable intervals. But now a days it is seen 
Step 3: Where Are We Going? Develop Assumptions that black swan events are happening with greater 
about the Future External Environmentfrequency than ever. This regularity suggests that 
Step 4: Where Can We Go? Develop a Capabilities some seemingly unknowable events are, in fact, 
Profilebecoming more-or-less predictable. In other words, 
Step 5: Where Might We Go? Develop Future black swan events are “giving way to shades-of-
Internal Environment Assumptionsgrey swans.” Grey swans are also unlikely -- but if 
Step 6: Where Do We Want to Go? Develop we know how to look, we can see them coming. We 
Objectivescan refer to them as the "known unknowns." Rather 
Step 7: What Do We Have to Do? Develop a Gap than being infrequent outlier events they are now 
Analysis Profilejust part of a  faster changing and more uncertain 
Step 8: What Could We Do? Opportunities and world.
Problems

A Grey Swan event is unlike a black swan event 
Step 9: What Should We Do? Select Strategy and 

whose total impact is difficult to predict. Despite the 
Program Objectives

possibility of determining the properties and 
Step 10: How Can We Do It? Implementation

potential impact of such an event, it is difficult to 
Step 11: How Are We Doing? Control

create precise calculations regarding the total 
Step 12: Change What's not Working Revise, 

impact. Examples include earthquakes and events 
Control, Remain Flexible

like the Great Depression. While analysts can look 
Ignore the Naysayers - It is Possible to Prepare

at the impacts that similar events had across history, 

the exact extent of damage and risk cannot be 

calculated.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
BEYOND A HOBBY

B. BILU
DGM (Corp. Legal) & Company Secretary

The art – introduction: Can we imagine a world where the “camera” was 

To me photography is the most attractive and heart not invented? Thus today a camera (either a 

touching hobby one can pursue, since “it is an art professional DSLR or Mobile) plays a vital role in 

of capturing life and live moments for future everyone's life!

reference”. It's been four years, since photography In a way many of us are “amateur photographers”. 
became my hobby, rather “beyond a hobby”. An amateur photographer is one who practices 

Technically photography is the science, art and photography as a hobby / passion and not for 

practice of creating durable images by recording profit. Amateur photography grew during the late 

light or other electromagnetic radiation, either 19th century due to the popularization of the hand-

electronically by means of an image sensor, or held camera.

chemically by means of a light-sensitive material The origin:
such as photographic film. The history of photography has roots in remote 

You will be the happiest person when you see your antiquity with the discovery of the principle of the 

old images, family function pictures and of course, camera obscura (is an optical device that led to 

your school day moments. Most of us have a good photography and the photographic camera) and the 

library of such image memoirs. observation that some substances are visibly altered 

“This write-up aims to introduce the readers about the “art of photography”.

Interestingly, today due to mobile revolution, every one of us is a photographer.



by exposure to light. As far as is known, nobody 2. Purpose – Personal / Hobby / Business 

thought of bringing these two phenomena together 3. Targeted Image Sources – Landscape / Street / 
to capture camera images in permanent form until Portrait / Events / Travel etc.
around 1800, when Thomas Wedgwood made the 

4. The big question – “How serious are you about first reliably documented although unsuccessful 
photography as a profession?”attempt. In the mid-1820s, Nicéphore Niépce 

succeeded, but several days of exposure in the 5. Last but not the least, the Budget

camera were required and the earliest results were Many major brands are there in professional 
very crude. Niépce's associate Louis Daguerre went photography segment such as: Canon, Nikon, Sony 
on to develop the daguerreotype process, the first etc. You can choose DSLR camera in the range of 
publicly announced photographic process, which Rs.20,000 to Rs.4,00,000.
required only minutes of exposure in the camera 

Camera Lens - The Essential matter:and produced clear, finely detailed results. It was 

commercially introduced in 1839, a date generally 

accepted as the birth year of practical photography.

Professional Camera / DSLR Camera:

After knowing about the DSLR camera, here comes 

the real challenge of choosing an appropriate lens 

for your cam. Again, that depends upon a variety of 

factors, similar to that we discussed earlier for 

choosing a camera. Let me introduce few categories 

of lenses:

The cameras we all see today either at a wedding • KIT LENS – usually sold along with the camera 

function or in a studio is called a “DSLR Camera”. A (technical details: 18-55mm or 18-105mm – used 

digital single-lens reflex camera (also called a for all common purposes, easy to use, a default 

digital SLR or DSLR) is a digital camera combining lens)

the optics and the mechanisms of a single-lens • TELEPHOTO ZOOM LENS: used for capturing 
reflex camera with a digital imaging sensor, as images in distance – widely used to capture 
opposed to photographic film. The reflex design animals, birds, moon, sky, wedding functions etc. 
scheme is the primary difference between a DSLR (technical details: 55-200mm or 70-
and other digital cameras. In a DSLR no films are 200mm/300mm)
used, but the image is captured through an image 

• ULTRA-WIDE ANGLE ZOOM LENS: used for sensor.
wedding / architecture photography (technical 

Choosing a Camera: details: 11-16mm, 10-24mm)
Many of my relatives or friends ask this common 

• MACRO: used for capturing images very near question, which camera one should buy. The 
such as insects, flowers, objects, ornaments, food answer to this question depends upon many factors 
dishes etc. (technical details: 40mm with macro)such as:

• ULTRA ZOOM: used for wide-life photography by 1. Level of photography (Entry Level or Medium 
professional photographers (technical details: 70-Level or Pro (Professional) Level) 
200mm, 300mm, 600mm)

reaching out to people 17
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Most of the above lenses are costly, and requires specific sensitivity to light. ISO are represented by 

effort to keep them dust / fungus free. ISO 25 to ISO 6400. Lesser the ISO, better the 

image quality, and vice-versa. Higher ISO will be Few Technicalities every photographer should 
required while your shoot in a relatively low light know:  
platform. The most important requirement for being a 

photographer is to know the following technical 6. FOCUSING / DEPTH OF FIELD / APETURE / 

details of your camera: FOCAL LENGTH:

Focus enables you to isolate a subject and 1. CAMERA CONTROLS:
specifically draw the viewer's eye to exactly where The 1st basic thing you need is to know your 
you want it. The first thing to understand about focus camera controls such as: Buttons, Flash, Lens, 
is depth of field. A camera can only focus its lens at Sensor, Modes of Capturing, View-finder / Viewing 
a single point, but there will be an area that Panel etc. All these details can be gathered from the 
stretches in front of and behind this focus point that camera catalog / users guide.
still appears sharp. This zone is known as the depth 

2. CAMERA MODES:
of field. 

There are various modes (technical specification of 
Simply put, aperture is a hole within a lens, through 

how images are captured) by which you can shoot 
which light travels into the camera body. In 

with a camera, and fixing the same is a vital part of 
photography, aperture is expressed in f-numbers 

your photography. Few such modes are: Auto 
(for example f/5.6). These f-numbers that are 

Mode, Portrait Mode, Macro Mode, Landscape 
known as “f-stops” are a way of describing the size 

Mode, Sports Mode, Night Portrait Mode, Manual 
of the aperture, or how open or closed the aperture 

Mode, Shutter Priority Mode, Programmed Mode, 
is. A smaller f-stop means a larger aperture, while a 

Aperture Priority Mode etc. 
larger f-stop means a smaller aperture. 

3. METERING:
7. PROCESSING / POST PRODUCTION / EDITING:

Another most important thing you need to master 
After capturing, the next part of making good 

with your camera – besides how to load the 
photographs starts. That's the editing stage or we 

memory card – is how to measure the light on the 
can call as “processing stage”. Colour correction, 

subject that you are photographing. DSLRs have a 
noise reduction, colour balancing etc. are done here 

built-in TTL (Through-The-Lens) light meter, which 
to give more visual effect to the image. Adobe 

measures the ambient or reflective light on the 
Photoshop (PS Creative Cloud) is the most widely 

subject.
used software for editing / processing images. 

4. WHITE BALANCE: Software such as Adobe Lightroom, Adobe PS 

White balance (WB) is considered as one of the Elements etc. are also used by photographers. 

most important settings of a digital camera. Let's 
Photography – 10 Basic Needs & Qualities:

consider a scenario where you want to capture the 
Let me now try to list few of the basic needs and 

beauty of sea waves hitting the shore with an 
qualities for starting a career / hobby as a 

overcast sky at the background. Sounds interesting? 
photographer:

Well, if you don't use the correct white balance 1. Buy an entry level DSLR camera with the Kit Lens
setting of your digital camera, you may get a 2. Capture as much as you can, don't worry about 
picture with colors different from the actual ones. the number of clicks – capture in good light, use 
Therefore, in order to produce a beautifully tripod/camera stand for moving objects 
exposed image with true to life colors, you must photography and always make sure of charging the 
learn to effectively use the white balance setting of camera battery and ensure free space in the 
your digital camera. memory card

3. Use get-togethers, informal family events, picnic 5. ISO SENSITIVITY:

ISO or light sensitivity rating is an algorithmic value etc as your target practice area

4. Don't care about what others say about your that indicates the film's or the image sensor's 



images - build confidence Photo Editor Pro, Instagram, Little Photo etc. In fact 

5. Try to develop a perspective or your own style “mobile photography” is in a growing trend, and 

6. Learn Learn Learn – Read good photography those who have keen interest in photography can 

books / magazines, and use YouTube videos on practice the same in their mobile phones, which are 

capturing images by using your cam much cheaper than the DSLR.
7. Do some research on learned photographers 

Thus, you may have realized that photography is a 
captures, closely watch their works, and learn

blend of creative, intellectual & technical 
8. Know the basics of post production / processing 

capabilities, and let me now conclude this write-up 
/ editing

by quoting: “To me, photography is an art of 
9. After 6 months of practice, start sharing your 

observation. It's about finding something 
pictures to friends, and ask feedback

interesting in an ordinary place... I've found it has 
10. After few months shift the gear to a medium 

little to do with the things you see and everything 
level DSLR and try to buy next level lens. 

to do with the way you see them.” - Elliott Erwitt 
Mobile Photography: [An advertising and documentary photographer 
This write-up will not be complete without known for his black and white candid shots].
mentioning about today's trend “mobile 

References: Inputs from Better Photography 
photography”. Most of the mobile phones available 

Magazine, Nikon School Portal, 
today have a very powerful camera, both rear and 

improvephotography.com, exposureguide.com, 
front. “Selfie” (Self Portrait Photography) is a buzz 

Wikipedia
word today, and no doubt that selfie clicking has 

*the photographs taken by the author can be seen added more interest in photography among the 
at:https://www.facebook.com/BiluBalakrishnanPhotyoung generation. Photos took on a mobile phone 
ography can also be improvised by editing apps such as 
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• Order for the supply of Data Distribution Units (DDU) for Indian Naval Ships worth Rs 4.06 Crs. 

• Order worth Rs. 5.97 Crs. from IT@School Project for setting up of Smart Class Rooms at 738 schools across Kerala

• Order from Directorate of Higher Secondary Education for ICT Hardware with total value Rs. 5.62 Crs.

• Order from KSEB for Supply and Installation of grid connected Solar Photo Voltaic System at Banasura Dam, Wyanad, 

with total value of Rs. 4.3 Crs. 

• Order worth Rs.  3.89 Crs. from M/s. Energy Efficiency Services Ltd. (EESL), a joint venture Company of PSUs of Ministry 

of Power, Government of India, for supply, installation and maintenance of Central Control and Monitoring System 

(CCMS) for LED Street Lights along with ITMS(Internal Traffic Management System) at Agartala Municipal Corporation, 

including Manpower support and  maintenance for 7 years.  

• Orders worth Rs. 2.77 Crs.  for LED street lights and Rs. 1.2 Crs. for LED High Mast lights through various Government 

agencies.

• Order for setting up of Data Centre from Additional Skill Acquistion Program(ASAP) worth Rs. 2.2 Crs.

• Order worth Rs. 1.6 Crs from Inspector General of Registration for supply of Modem as part of connecting various 

Registration offices.

• Order from MG University worth Rs. 1.3 Crs. for Campus Networking  

• Order for the supply of Expandable Bathythermograph Probe (device to detect underwater temperature) from Weapon 

Equipment Depot, Vizag worth Rs 1 Cr. 

MAJOR ORDERS RECEIVED IN Q2
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